As the largest hepatitis C virus (HCV) care provider in the United States, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has invested in clinical, professional, and other resources to disseminate and implement evidence-based, high-quality HCV care.[@R1] In 2015, direct-acting antiviral medications (DAAs), with cure rates \>90%, revolutionized the field and rapidly replaced older, less efficacious therapies as the new standard of HCV care.[@R2] VA was the first national health care system to establish a goal of evaluating all enrollees with HCV for potential treatment with these medications.

To improve HCV identification and management and disseminate evidence-based practices and innovations in HCV care, VA formed the national Hepatitis C Innovation Team (HIT) quality improvement (QI) collaborative.[@R3],[@R4] The HIT Collaborative's primary aim was to increase the uptake of the new DAAs for HCV through efforts by a leadership team of HCV and QI experts supporting regional HITs and local sites in the selection of strategies to improve HCV care.[@R5]

Our evaluation of the HIT Collaborative conceptualized the site-level strategies being used to increase HCV treatment as implementation strategies, or "methods or techniques used to enhance the adoption, implementation, and sustainability of a clinical program or practice."[@R6],[@R7] In 2015 the Expert Recommendations for Implementing Change (ERIC) project compiled a taxonomy of 73 discrete implementation strategies.[@R8]--[@R10] We used the ERIC taxonomy to develop a survey to assess which implementation strategies VA sites deployed to improve HCV treatment. We previously used correlational statistical methods and found that sites using more strategies had more Veterans initiate HCV treatment.[@R6] While that work was an important step, implementation strategies are typically conducted in combination with one another, and there is considerable debate in the field about multifaceted versus single component (discrete) strategies.[@R11]

Configurational Comparative Methods (CCMs) are a class of research methods that remain relatively new to implementation science.[@R12] Unlike commonly-used regression analytic methods that quantify the strength of a relationship between variables, CCMs draw upon Boolean algebra and set theory to answer questions such as "What condition or combinations of conditions are consistently present when the outcome is present?"[@R13],[@R14] CCMs, through Boolean minimization and optimization, yield solutions are known as a "minimal theory"---a unique combination of nonredundant conditions whose joint presence links directly to an outcome of interest.[@R15],[@R16]

CCMs operate from a theoretical framework that is distinct from other quantitative approaches. Correlation-based and regression-based methods, for example, draw upon an "interventionist" model, assessing the incremental effect of a unit difference in independent variable X on the values of dependent variable Y, controlling for all other variables. CCMs, by contrast, use Boolean algebra (rather than linear algebra) and rely on a "regularity theory" of causality, which states that A is a cause of B if and only if A is part of the set of conditions AX that, *ceteris paribus*, is regularly followed by B.[@R17],[@R18] The regularity framework is especially well-suited for the analysis of causal complexity (ie, the joint presence of conditions) and equifinality (ie, multiple solution paths to the same outcome). Within this framework, the specific regularity theory employed by CCMs is the "INUS" theory of causation formulated by Mackie, which states that causes are difference-makers of their effects, and that causal structures do not contain redundant elements.[@R19] Causal inference with CCMs thus requires researchers to proceed thoughtfully and carefully (and not mechanically) when interpreting results, taking into account that configuration-outcome connections, while not inherently causal, become "difference-makers" only when they meet consistency and coverage requirements; reliably distinguish a set of cases with an outcome from another set of cases without that outcome; are nonredundant; and remain consistent with logic, theory, and prior knowledge.

CCMs, which include Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and more recently Coincidence Analysis (CNA), have been applied in political science, sociology and education for decades, and are starting to make inroads into health services research and implementation science.[@R20] CCMs, for example, were prominently used to identify conditions aligned with successful implementation in a recent Cochrane Review of school-based interventions for asthma self-management.[@R21]

The aim of this evaluation was to use CCMs to identify solution pathways, or specific combinations of implementation strategies, that distinguished sites with higher HCV versus lower HCV treatment rates. Ultimately, the goal of this work was to use empirical data to inform high-yield implementation strategy selection and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of VA's HCV implementation efforts.

METHODS
=======

Implementation Strategy Data
----------------------------

These data come from the first year (FY15) of a mixed-methods evaluation of a national QI program---the HCV Innovation Team (HIT) Collaborative. This program evaluation was deemed to be a QI program by the VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System IRB and approved as such by VA HIV, Hepatitis and Related Conditions Program Office. All participation in the evaluation was voluntary.

In brief, we emailed a survey to a key informant from each VA medical center (site) treating HCV (n=130) to understand the implementation strategies being employed by the site to implement HCV treatment in the prior fiscal year. The survey has been previously published and included a list of the 73 possible implementation strategies, classified into previously defined clusters (eg, financial, infrastructure) using examples that were applicable to HCV, to improve the readability and understandability of the survey.[@R6],[@R7] Participants were asked whether their site was using the strategy (yes/no) and were also asked to provide demographic information.

Outcome Calibration
-------------------

The primary outcome was the number of Veterans initiating HCV treatment per year at a site. Treatment data were derived from administrative data through VA's Corporate Data Warehouse. A patient was counted as starting treatment if they had a DAA prescription in the electronic medical record. Once treatment data were obtained for each site, descriptive statistics were used to characterize treatment initiations. The median number of treatment starts for the sites was calculated, and sites in the upper 2 quartiles were characterized as "higher treating" while sites in the lower 2 quartiles were characterized as "lower treating." We also conducted a sensitivity-type analysis to assess how well the CCM model performed when the outcome was site viremic volume.

Factor Calibration
------------------

Each one of the 73 implementation strategies from the survey served as a dichotomous *factor* where respondents could select the strategies as either implemented or not implemented in the past fiscal year. Respondent and site characteristics were also included as dichotomous factors: site complexity (high vs. low), specialty (gastroenterology vs. other), provider degree (PharmD vs. other), and tenure (0--9 vs. 10+ y). Within factors, *conditions* are thus the specific values a factor takes on.

Analysis
--------

The analyses with CCMs were conducted using the R packages "cna" and "QCApro" as well as the software applications R and R Studio.[@R22],[@R23]

The original dataset contained 73 dichotomous factors, with no compelling a priori theoretical reason to select certain implementation strategies over others for inclusion in model development: each strategy had a plausible connection to the outcome. To achieve data reduction, we applied the "minimally sufficient conditions" function in cna to look across all 73 factors and all 80 cases at once and examined the Boolean output to identify strategy configurations with the strongest apparent connections to the outcome using the process described below. We then used that configuration-level information to guide the selection of a smaller subset of factors to include in the model iteration.

This phase of the analysis involving data reduction and initial factor selection required intensive computation. We considered all 1-strategy, 2-strategy, 3-strategy, and 4-strategy configurations across the 73 dichotomous factors that were instantiated within the dataset and met the cutoff threshold (described below); there were over 1 million theoretically possible combinations. Computational limitations precluded examining ≥5 strategy combinations with our 73-factor dataset.

We then generated a "condition table" to list and organize the CNA output. In a condition table, rows represent configurations of conditions that meet a specified *consistency* level (percentage of cases with outcome condition covered by solution vs. all cases covered by configuration), while column variables include outcome, condition, consistency, *coverage* (percentage of cases with outcome condition covered by solution vs. all cases with outcome condition) and *complexity* (number of discrete conditions in a configuration). We began running these analyses by setting the consistency level to 100% and the coverage level to 25% (to avoid overfitting individual cases). If we did not find any configurations that met our dual-threshold (ie, consistency score of 1.0 and a coverage score of ≥0.25), we then iteratively lowered the specified consistency level by 0.05 (eg, from 1.0 to 0.95, etc.) and repeat the process of generating a new condition table and examining it again, continuing this process until at a given consistency threshold we found configurations that met the consistency threshold as well as the coverage threshold of ≥0.25.

Next, we sorted the condition table by complexity and coverage and identified the configurations with the highest coverage scores for 1-object configurations, 2-object configurations, 3-object configurations, and 4-object configurations. We began with 1-object configurations, looking to see if the 1-object configuration with the maximum coverage score met all 4 of the following criteria: configuration met the consistency threshold; configuration met the coverage threshold; coverage score for that configuration uniquely distinguished it from all other configurations sharing the same complexity level (ie, there was separation between the configuration with the top coverage score and the next-highest coverage score); and the configuration aligned with logic as well as our own theoretical and clinical knowledge.

We then proceeded to examine the condition table for 2-object configurations, 3-object configurations, and finally 4-object configurations, starting with the smallest configurations and working upwards to ensure that redundant conditions could not appear. Using this approach, we inductively analyzed the entire dataset and reduced it to a smaller subset of candidate factors suitable for model iteration.

To remain consistent within our overall CCMs approach, we used a data reduction strategy that operated entirely within a "regularity theory" framework, rather than applying other well-established methods such as Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition and conditional inference trees, because those methods use linear algebra (as opposed to Boolean algebra) and operate within a fundamentally different "interventionist" framework).[@R24]--[@R27]

We next proceeded with model development. We introduced the subset of identified factors iteratively into solutions using the model-building functions within the "cna" package. If the model with the initial subset of factors did not meet an overall coverage score of ≥0.80, we then identified factors that appeared across multiple cases unexplained by the initial model. We then systematically searched across the entire condition table to identify all configurations with these specific factors, again using a bottom-up approach by first identifying prioritized configurations with lower complexity levels and higher coverage scores. Using this strategy, we identified a second subset of candidate factors to introduce into our model and retained those factors if the performance of the overall model improved in terms of consistency and coverage. We selected a final model based on overall model coverage (ie, ≥0.80), high consistency (ie, as close to 1.0 as possible) and clarity (ie, no model ambiguity).[@R28]

To reduce dimensionality, we created meta-factors for each of the solution paths and then calculated overall model consistency and coverage using both the cna and QCApro packages in R.

Additional Analyses
-------------------

In an additional analysis, once solution paths were identified with CCMs, each of the strategies in the final model was compared with the remaining strategies to discover if the solution strategies differed by any ERIC feature (cluster theme, importance rating or feasibility rating) using the definitions per Waltz et al.[@R9]

We then examined solution versus nonsolution site differences including site complexity (classified as levels 1a, 1b, 1c, 2, or 3, with level 1a being the most complex and level 3 being the least complex, based on variables such as volume, patient risk score, complex, clinical programs, research dollars, and teaching programs), specialty location (gastroenterology, infectious disease, other), HCV prevalence, HCV screening rates, respondent degree, and respondent years with the VA with *t* tests and χ^2^ tests.[@R29]

RESULTS
=======

Eighty of the 130 VA medical centers that were surveyed provided responses (62%). In brief, sites represented a range of complexity ratings (66% higher, 34% lower), and specialties (41% gastroenterology/hepatology, 21% infectious disease, 16% pharmacy, 10% primary care, and 11% other). Respondents included clinical pharmacists (44%), physicians and physician assistants (20%), nurse practitioners (16%), and other staff (20%).

The 40 sites characterized as "higher-treating" had ≥197 treatment starts and represented the upper 2 quartiles, while the 40 sites in the lower 2 quartiles with \<197 treatment starts were characterized as "lower-treating." Respondents reported using a mean of 25±14 strategies (range: 1--59). Only 3 strategies were not implemented by any site ("provide financial disincentives," "alter patient fees," and "use capitated payments"); these 3 were excluded from further analysis.

Solution Configurations Associated With Higher Hepatitis C Virus Treatment
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified 5 distinct "solution paths," comprised of 10 discrete implementation strategies that collectively explained 80% (32/40) of higher HCV treatment starts at a consistency level of 100% (40/40), with no model ambiguity. The presence of any one of these 5 paths was sufficient to produce higher treatment starts:Path 1: (S24: Local technical assistance) ORPath 2: (S34: Facilitate the formation of groups of providers and foster a collaborative learning environment AND S45: Recruit, designate, train leaders) ORPath 3: (S22: Develop resource sharing agreements AND S61: Develop a formal implementation blueprint) ORPath 4: (S56: Visit other sites outside your medical center to try to learn from their experiences AND S71: Intervene with patients/consumers to promote uptake and adherence to HCV treatment) ORPath 5: (S18: Create new clinical teams AND S47: Share the knowledge gained from QI efforts with other sites AND S70: Engage in efforts to prepare patients to be active participants in HCV care).

No single strategy was necessary for higher treatment, as there were 5 different paths to the outcome featuring 10 different implementation strategies. One strategy---"S24: Local technical assistance"---was sufficient in itself, as the presence of S24 was always accompanied by the presence of the outcome. The 4 other solution paths were conjunctions of 2--3 strategies, thus individual implementation strategies in these other 4 paths were all "INUS" conditions: they were individually each *I*nsufficient but *N*ecessary parts of terms (or solution paths) that were themselves *U*nnecessary but *S*ufficient for the outcome. All 5 terms in the final solution each had a coverage score of 0.25--0.40 (ie, covered ≥10 different "high-treatment" cases) and explained ≥1 unique case. No site or respondent conditions explained more "high-treatment" cases than final solution paths.

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a matrix display of all 80 sites, the 5 solution paths and the 10 implementation strategies. Each row represents a case or Veterans Affairs medical center (80 sites). Shaded cells depict presence of conditions, such as "higher HCV treatment starts" or a specific implementation strategy. Black dots represent sites covered by the solution, and in the final column represent individual sites covered by the solution (at least 1 of the 5 paths).

![Matrix display of all 80 Veterans Affairs sites, the 5 solution paths and the 10 implementation strategies. Each row represents a different Veterans Affairs medical center using de-identified site numbers. Shaded cells depict presence of conditions, black dots represent cells covered by the solution. HCV indicates hepatitis C virus; OUT, outcome; PATH, solution pathway; S, implementation strategy.](mlr-58-e31-g001){#F1}

None of the 40 lower treatment sites had any of the 5 solution paths. Among the 40 higher treatment sites, 32 were solution sites (ie, had any of the 5 solution paths resulting in 19 configurations). Among the 32 higher treatment solution sites, 1 site had all 5 solution paths, 4 had 4, 4 had 3, 5 had 2, and 5 had 1. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} illustrates the mean number of treatment starts at sites with different solution path configurations and combinations of paths. The mean number of HCV treatment starts did not differ between the 19 solution path configurations (*P*=0.586) or the number of solutions paths (1--5) per site (*P*=0.494).

###### 

Solution Paths, High-treatment Sites, and HCV Treatment Starts
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Strategy Characteristics
------------------------

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the ERIC features of each of the 10 strategies in the solutions, including cluster name, and importance and feasibility ratings. The 10 implementation strategies represent 6 of the 9 ERIC clusters (engage patients, provide interactive assistance, develop stakeholder relationships, train and educate stakeholders, support clinicians, and use evaluative and iterative strategies). The 3 clusters not represented were: change infrastructure, utilize financial strategies, and adapt and tailor to context.

###### 

Solution Path Strategy Characteristics
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High-treatment Site Characteristics
-----------------------------------

Solution sites (ie, sites with higher-treatment rates) had significantly higher complexity ratings (97% vs. 56% were level 1, *P*\<0.001) and HCV prevalence (9.2% vs. 7.8%, *P*=0.005) than nonsolution sites. Respondents from solution sites did not significantly differ from those representing nonsolution sites in terms of specialty (*P*=0.773), degree (*P*=0.642), or years with the VA (*P*=0.409). Solution sites used, on average, more strategies than nonsolution sites (36 vs. 18, *P*\<0.001).

Sensitivity Analysis
--------------------

We conducted an additional analysis to assess how well the CCM model performed when the dataset was limited to the interquartile range for viremic volume, the total number of Veterans potentially eligible for treatment at the start of FY15 at each site. The 40 sites that fell within the interquartile range for viremic volume (636, 1744) were almost evenly distributed between the "higher treatment" (n=19) and "lower treatment" (n=21) groups, indicating variation in viremic volume across the 2 groups. The 5 CCM solution pathways identified for the overall dataset also performed well in this analysis, with a consistency level of 100% (14/14) and a coverage level of 74% (14/19).

DISCUSSION
==========

This evaluation, to our knowledge, is unique in its application of CCMs to examine combinations of ERIC-defined implementation strategies. We present an application of CCMs to assess a large dataset comprised of 80 cases (sites) and 73 factors (implementation strategies) and identified strategy configurations directly linked to higher treatment starts. In this example, we identified 5 distinct solution pathways that distinguished higher treating from lower treating sites across a national sample with 100% consistency.

CCMs provide a mathematical, cross-case approach that can serve to complement existing quantitative and qualitative methods. We used CCMs to refine our previously published findings using traditional regression analytic methods and address the call to incorporate causal theory in research questions and methods.[@R30],[@R31] Using traditional methods, we found in an earlier publication that 28 of the 73 strategies were individually significantly and positively associated with HCV treatment starts and together explained a low percentage of the variance of site-level HCV treatment starts.[@R6] However, recommending 28 strategies to sites is not practical, efficient, or cost-effective. Using CCMs, we identified 10 difference-making strategies with 1--3 strategies in each pathway; 8 of the 10 CCM-identified strategies had been previously found to be individually associated with higher HCV treatment starts. The strategies identified by CCMs were directed across multiple levels (eg, intrapersonal, interpersonal, and organizational), and to different audiences (patient, provider, team, and leaders). The 5 solution paths represented 4 larger themes: (1) developing implementation plans; (2) utilizing local technical assistance and expertise; (3) facilitating knowledge exchange by participating in a collaborative, engaging leaders, creating new clinical teams, and learning from other sites' experiences with QI efforts; and (4) engaging patients as active participants in initiating and maintaining connection to care.

Overall, our findings are consistent with implementation science literature reporting that strategies often do not operate in isolation, that their value may be maximized when they operate synergistically, and that their impact can sometimes be conditional on one another.[@R32] In the context of our findings, CCMs specified that one strategy (local technical assistance) was sufficient for the outcome and the other 9 by themselves were neither necessary nor sufficient for the outcome. While it would appear that "technical assistance" could be a "single-component" or stand-alone strategy, technical assistance itself may encompass many elements and context should be considered in interpreting this result. VA provided several structural and universal changes at a national level (eg, placing medications on the formulary) such that local technical assistance may not be sufficient in a different system where these structural changes are not in place. Similarly, financial strategies did not appear to be important in this sample, but individual sites did not need to use financial strategies because the umbrella structure of VA had already applied them across the system.

While scholars recognize the need for tools to help guide strategy selection for real-world application, discerning how strategies work in combination or in parallel with one another is not well understood.[@R33],[@R34] These analyses would appear to be most useful in the context of an active implementation effort. To apply CCMs, there must be sites that have used a variety of strategies and combinations of strategies and a clinical metric to assess their success. Configuration-outcome connections are not inherently causal and the "difference-making" strategy configurations we identified in our findings had to satisfy multiple criteria, including being able to meet consistency and coverage requirements; reliably distinguish a set of cases with an outcome from another set of cases without that outcome; be nonredundant; and remain consistent with logic, theory, and prior knowledge. While we can conclude that there is evidence for these strategy configurations, experimental work is ultimately needed to determine their relative effectiveness.

LIMITATIONS
===========

This evaluation had several limitations. Our assessment of implementation strategies was based on self-report from one respondent per site. Three implementation strategies were dropped from the analysis because they were not used by any of the 80 facilities and thus excluded from consideration. Also, we cannot discern the timing or sequencing of implementation strategies in this analysis. Furthermore, the HCV treatment outcome and implementation strategies were dichotomized for these analyses, rather than including more nuanced assessments that account for the intensity of the strategy or continuous outcomes. Such approaches require a more detailed understanding of the strategies employed and different analyses and are areas of future study.

VA is a high resource setting which provided a national QI collaborative, and this may limit the generalizability of our results. HCV treatment is a relatively low complexity intervention, which provided a clear outcome measure but may limit the generalizability of these findings to other evidence-based practices and innovations with higher complexity.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

CCMs appear to be particularly well-suited to assess how implementation strategies work together in medical care settings. Using a CCMs approach, we developed a model identifying specific combinations of implementation strategies that were sufficient for producing high HCV treatment starts in 80% of cases with 100% consistency. Our findings complement previous results that found HCV treatment starts were significantly associated with a set of 28 individual strategies; these 2 distinct analytic methods together point to a smaller set of difference-making strategies that work together in specific combinations. Future work will evaluate subsequent years of the HIT Collaborative using CCMs and other methods, allowing us to further understand how implementation strategies work in practice to improve health care delivery.
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